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Referee meeting 2
10:th of May 2023
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Agenda
- Welcome!
- Practical information

- Accommodation
- Transportation
- Meals
- Video goal review
- Streaming of games
- From the Technical meeting

- Rule clarification
- Expectations
- Nominations/Schedule
- Social media
- AOB
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Practical information - Accommodation 
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- Enjoy the hotel 



Practical information - Transportation 
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- Leap will help you – Make it easy for here. Try to book in good time 
and go together as often as possible. Tomorrow 08.00 

- There’s also a desk at the hotel



Practical information - Meals 
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- Expected to be covered by the daily allowance…
- … but you’ve got coupons for the hotel 

restaurant



Practical information – Streaming of games 
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Practical information – From Technical meeting
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REFEREE MANAGEMENT:

Mattias Linell, International Technical Official

5. REFEREE INSTRUCTIONS

FLUENCY AND FLOATING GAME
• Avoid long breaks or interruptions
• Strict against any incorrect waste of time
• Use advantage to promote a floating game

COMMUNICATION
• In the game = needed amount but not breaking the game fluency
• During intermissions = only in the corridors, not on the field of play
• After the game = willingness to discuss & develop the sport together with 

the teams



REFEREE INSTRUCTIONS

STRICT TOWARDS
• Physical / verbal abuse – from anyone towards anyone
• Tackles / physical offences to head, knees or when a player has no 

possibility/intention to play the ball in accordance with the IFF physical play 
guidelines

• All offences “after the situation” or “off-the-ball”
• Misconduct of all kinds

NEW RULES
• A player is allowed to intentionally kick the ball more than once
• After a delayed penalty, when offending team controls the ball, play is resumed 

with a free hit
• 2+2-minute penalty replaces the 5-minute penalty
• If a player leaves the bench to be involved in an altercation on the court they 

will be penalised with a match penalty
• A match penalty means an automatic one (1) match suspension



REFEREE INSTRUCTIONS

BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS THE REFEREES
The IFF expects players & team officials to show respect to the referees at all 
times. No shouting at the referees during or after the game. If something needs 
to be discussed with the referees (and the referees feel it is appropriate), then it 
can be done during the intermissions or after the game, and away from the rink.

Any abuse of the referees will be harshly dealt with by disciplinary action.  
Function. 

ITO will be in the arena for each game.



8. FAIRFLOORBALL

FairFloorball promotes the values which are important for Floorball and the 
Floorball community. At the heart of the campaign are the IFF values: 

• Inclusive, Fun, Fair, Innovative, Supportive

The goal is to fight doping, match-fixing, illegal betting, racism, sexual harassment, 
offensive conduct and to encourage fair play, equality, inclusiveness, 
economic/social/environmental sustainability.

Each captain will receive a FairFloorball captain armband which they are required 
to wear in every match. 

Referees will wear FairFloorball wristbands.



9. BETTING & MATCH-FIXING

MATCH-FIXING AWARENESS
üBe SMART
üBe TRUE
üBe SAFE

üBe CAREFUL
üBe OPEN

If you see it or hear it….REPORT IT!



10. ACCREDITATION

Team accreditations are valid for the ENTIRE tournament.  They give you access 
to all of the sports venues. Athlete seating is subject to availability

If you have any questions about the accreditations or need to report a lost 
accreditation you can contact the LOC. 

Accreditation cards must be always worn AROUND THE NECK when in the 
venue area with the picture side easily visible. 

Exception is granted to players before, during and after their match, but only in 
locker rooms, corridors next to locker rooms and rink. 

Team officials and others have to wear the accreditation at all times.



11. CEREMONIES

TIME SCHEDULE BEFORE THE MATCH
Time to go before match starts What to do

~0 : 45 mins Warm-up starts after the previous match ends. Note that the teams must leave the playing area 
before the warm-up can begin.

0 : 15 mins End of the warm-up (signal)
0 : 08 mins Teams are ready at the team entrance, captains in front, with players lined up behind them in 

number order (lowest to highest)
0 : 07 mins Both teams and referees enter the rink. The teams will stay lined up with the referees in the center, 

facing the spectators and flags. 
0 : 06 mins National anthems are played (Away team anthem first, followed by Home team anthem)

0 : 03 mins Teams acknowledge the spectators, captains shake hands and the players move to their team bench.
Quick warm-up and final team preparations

0 : 02 mins Starting Line-ups are announced. 
Away team first, starting with GK, then defenders, centre & forwards. 
Home team, starting with GK, then defenders, centre & forwards. 
Referees are announced

0 : 00 mins The Match will start



PRE-MATCH

TEAMS ENTER THE RINK



CEREMONIES

TIME SCHEDULE AFTER THE MATCH

Time after match ends What to do

+0 : 01 mins Teams take their positions facing each other

+0 : 02 mins The LOC will award the “The best player of the match” from each team. 
The chosen players will be requested by the match speaker to step 
forward to receive the prize and then stay for photos. 

+0 : 03 mins The teams thanks each other and thereafter leave the court through the 
Mixed Zone to give space for the next match. NO COOLING DOWN ON 
COURT.



POST-MATCH
BEST PLAYERS OF THE MATCH AWARDS



12. BREAKS & WARM-UP

INTERMISSIONS DURING MATCH PERIODS
Intermission in all matches will be 10 minutes.  It is okay to stay on the court / in the 
venue for the breaks if you don’t want to go out to the dressing rooms.

BREAKS BETWEEN MATCHES
We will have a very short time between each match for the on-court warm-up so teams 
must leave the court immediately after the post-match ceremony, clearing everything 
from their team bench as quickly as possible.

WARM-UP
Before the match, your warm-up must be done outside the venue.

It is most likely that you will receive only 15-30mins on court warm-up time. Teams 
coming on for warm-up must wait for the ceremony to be over before they enter the 
court but can already bring their equipment to the end of the team bench. 

During the match, warm-up for new players can be done in the corners behind the 
benches



13. COLOURS OF THE TEAMS

11.05.2023 Thursday
10:00 Thailand (Red) - Malayisa (Blue) Women
12:15 Thailand (Red) - Malaysia (Blue) Men
14:30 Cambodia (Blue) - Singapore (Red) Women
16:45 Cambodia (Blue) - Singapore (Red) Men

12.05.2023 Friday
10:00 Singapore (Light Blue) - Malaysia (Red) Women
12:15 Singapore (Light Blue) - Malaysia (Red) Men
14:30 Philippines (Blue) - Thailand (Cream) Women
16:45 Philippines (Blue) - Thailand (Cream) Men

13.05.2023 Saturday
10:00 Malaysia (Blue) - Philippines (White) Women
12:15 Malaysia (Blue) - Philippines (White) Men
14:30 Thailand (Red) - Cambodia (Blue) Women
16:45 Thailand (Red) - Cambodia (Blue) Men



COLOURS OF THE TEAMS

14.05.2023 Sunday
10:00 Philippines (Blue) - Singapore (Red) Women
12:15 Philippines (Blue) - Singapore (Red) Men
14:30 Cambodia (Blue) - Malaysia (Red) Women
16:45 Cambodia (Blue) - Malaysia (Red) Men

15.05.2023 Monday
10:00 Thailand (Red) - Singapore (Light Blue) Women
12:15 Thailand (Red) - Singapore (Light Blue) Men
14:30 Cambodia (Blue) - Philippines (White) Women
16:45 Cambodia (Blue) - Philippines (White) Men

16.05.2023 Tuesday
09:30 3rd - 4th Women
12:00 3rd - 4th Men
14:30 1st - 2nd Women
17:00 1st - 2nd Men



Rule clarification 
- If the ball hits a player or a member of the team staff leaning over 

the board
- Player –> Minor penalty - Too many players on the rink
- Team staff -> Minor penalty - Incorrect coaching

- If a player or a member of the team staff takes part or tries to 
take part in play (intentionally playing) from the substitution zone 
-> Match penalty – Sabotage of play
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Excemptions
- We will not enforce the rule regarding long tights. 
- However, they should be of the same colour as the shirt or the 

shorts or black. 
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Expectations 
- Firstly, I’m here to help you, not to criticise. 
- I will ask you questions. That doesn’t mean that you’ve done 

anything wrong (not yet anyway J ). Sometimes, I just want 
to hear you thinking and reasoning about refereeing floorball. 

- Be honest and clear when we have feedback talks – Speak up!  
- Ask me questions if I’m not making myself clear or for any 

other reason.
- I expect you to take part in the talk, not only listening. 
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Expectations
- Show energy and commitment on and off the rink.
- Lead from the front – Act, don’t just react.
- Work hard even in easy games. 
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Expectations 
- Look at games and discuss them with the other referees. 

That’s how we learn. 
- Have fun!
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Focus
- Referee technique

- Signs
- Signals
- Movement/positioning

- Leadership 
- “Setting the frame” 
- Verbal communication 
- Changing gears/body language
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Signs
- Show the signs correctly – You are role models for all referees

- Baseline
- Variation (up/down) when you want to emphasize something
- Use the referees second
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Signals
- Sharp start, consistent tone, sharp end
- Talk with the whistle: Variation: hit in, free hit, free hit with 

caution, penalty (longer and stronger). The players should 
know without looking at you.  
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Movement/positioning
- Keep a diagonal to your colleague
- Be the first to the goal line (don’t jump over the board on the long 

side of the rink)
- Get into the offensive half of the rink
- Try to reach the imaginary goal line and work up and down when 

play is around the goal cage
- Try to take a few steps from the board to a more central position. 
- Get sweaty! – One game per day, there’s nothing to spare out 

there. 
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Key situation
- I may ask you what key situations you think were in the game 

and how you handled them. 
- A key situation is one or many situations in a game that 

affected the way the teams rated your performance and for 
example their feeling of fairness or the acceptance you got. 
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Schedule
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10:00 Thailand - Malaysia Women 12:15 Thailand - Malaysia Men
14:30 Cambodia - Singapore Women 16:45 Cambodia - Singapore Men

REST DAY Philippines

10:00 Singapore - Malaysia Women 12:15 Singapore - Malaysia Men
14:30 Philippines - Thailand Women 16:45 Philippines - Thailand Men

REST DAY Cambodia

10:00 Malaysia - Philippines Women 12:15 Malaysia - Philippines Men
14:30 Thailand - Cambodia Women 16:45 Thailand - Cambodia Men

REST DAY Singapore

10:00 Philippines - Singapore Women 12:15 Philippines - Singapore Men
14:30 Cambodia - Malaysia Women 16:45 Cambodia - Malaysia Men

REST DAY Thailand

10:00 Thailand - Singapore Women 12:15 Thailand - Singapore Men
14:30 Cambodia - Philippines Women 16:45 Cambodia - Philippines Men

REST DAY Malaysia

09:30 Women 12:00 Men
14:30 Women 17:00 Men

3rd place (3v4) 3rd place Men (3v4)
Final Women (1v2) Final Men (1v2)

Thursday 11th May 2023

Friday 12th May 2023

Saturday 13th May 2023

Sunday 14th May 2023

Monday 15th May 2023

Tuesday 16th May 2023



Nominations/Schedule
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Thursday 11th May 2023
10:00 Thailand - Malaysia Women June/Shin (KOR) 12:15 Thailand - Malaysia Men Oswind/Rello (SGP)
14:30 Cambodia - Singapore Women Calvin/Jay (MAL) 16:45 Cambodia - Singapore Men Kharisma/Ihsan (INA)



Nominations/Schedule
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- Next day-nominations will be presented as soon as possible, 
however not before your game for the day

- Final day-nominations will be presented at the referee meeting



Social media
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- Promote the sport
- Social media posts about next day’s games are allowed when 

Daily report is sent out. Probably latest around 10 pm. 
- Use: #Floorball #2023seagames #Cambodia2023 

#SportsLiveinPeace



AOB
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THANKS!


